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ANALYSIS OF THE ENERGY SPECTRUM OF PHOTONEUTRONS
FOR THE(...,,, xn) REACTION WITHIN THE FORMALISM
OF STATISTICAL MULTISTEP COMPOUND PROCESSES
F. A. Zhivopistsev, V. A. Ivanov, and S. A. Abdel-Munem*

Tl1e energy spectra of photoneutrons generated in the ("'Y, :z:n) reaction on medium and heavy nuclei in the region of dipole giant resonance were analyzed. The
analysis was carried out within tl1e framework of the generalized model of multipole giant resonance decay using the formalism of statistical multistep compound
processes and allowing for the yield multiplicity. The nucleons were explicitly
separated into two types (neutrons and protons). The emission of two neutrons
was correctly taken into account. The results of calculations of photoneutron
spectra for the nuclei 115 In (E;'"" = 28 MeV), 181 Ta (E;'"x = 19 MeV), and
209
Bi (E;'"" = 20 MeV) are presented and compared with experiment.

The generalized model of the decay of multipole giant resonances (MGR) takes into account the direct,
pre-equilibrium, and equilibrium mechanisms of particle emission (1-4]. In the microscopic formulation, the
MGR is described within the framework of the shell model of nucleus. The initial MGR wavefunctions 1/J;n
for the closed or nearly closed shells can be obtained through diagonalization and a residual interaction in
the lplh basis set, or in an extended basis set taking into account the "dangerous" 2p2h configurations.
The wavefunctions 1/J;n(e" J, 1r) describe the initial stage of the lplh pair production (in the general case,
the fragmentation to more complicated "dangerous" configurations must be taken into consideration). For
simplicity, in what follows we will assume that the 'I/Jin function represents a collective lplh state.
Within the formalism of statistical multistep compound processes (SMCP) [5, 6], the differential cross
section of the A(-y, xn)B reaction has the form
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The mean square matrix element Vin \Vas obtained from the data on the width of the dipole giant
resonance (DGR) in particular nuclei [7]. The value obtained in this way for nuclei with A ;:: 100 was
3 MeV 2 , and the i 1 ~ value was determined by analyzing the nucleon reactions \!w'ithin the
0 :::: 55A6
2
8 3
formalism of statistical multistep compound and direct processes (6]:
1 ::: 400A- 1 MeV (A;:: 100).
The den~ities of the permissible final states, p~'.~n)(UB), were calculated by formulas from [6]. The total

v;

v;

photoneutron cross section cr;f:J(t;.) = cr;:~lCP)(&.y) was described by resonance Lorentz curves with the
parameters {Em;,CTm;,I;} taken from [8]:

cr~f,;j(&, )=
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i

where i = 1 for spherical nuclei; i = 1, 2 for deformed nuclei.
For the differential cross section dcr~~~CP)(&,,l'n)/d£n we have
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where the limiting numbers of excitons, N and N', are determined from the relations

fw(<,,) = fk-Cl', );

f:;vr(E:., - Bn - l'n•) = f~E:., - B. - l'n' ).

For intranuclear t::ansitions with AN = 2, 0 1 the differential cross sections dcr~:;:i-cP) / d£0 and
dcr~~~CP) / d£n are given by the formulas
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The quantities TN(<;) and rf.,1(£.y - Bn - £11 ;) are obtained upon solving a system of equations

\Vhere
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and from another system
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The experimentally measured value is
du0 ,,n (&,_ &n)/ d&n

= du~~~CP)(&,,t:n)/d&n + du~:~~CP) (&,, &n)
= du,,n(&.,, &n)/d&n + 2du,,2n (&,, &n )/ d&n.
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Fig. 1
Spectrum of photoneutrons emitted from a 115 In 'nucleus for the bremsstrahlung energy
E!;ax = 28 MeV (a), from 181 Ta for£;;'"'= 19 MeV (b), and from 209 Bi for£;;'"':: 20 MeV
( c). Solid curves: spectra calculated for the (r, n) reaction; dashed curves: spectra corrected
for the (1,2n) contribution; hystogram: experimental data.
Within the framework of a quantum DGR decay model, we have calculated the energy spectra of
photoneutrons for the nuclei 115 In 181 Ta, and 209 Bi and the energy of r-quanta in the DGR region (£i' :5
30 MeV; bremsstrahlung 1-spectrum). The choice of the DGR region was related to the fact that the proton
1
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emission for heavy nuclci in this region is considerably suppressed by the Coulomb barrier. The mean square
matrix elements i1 ~0 and V bb were obtained from the experimental data. The densities of permissible final
states liYere calculated i 1 the equidistant approximation, because the role of the shell effect in heavy nuclei
is small. The spectra of photoneutrons \Vere averaged by integrating over the weighing function <p(E"f 1 E'!;ax)
which takes account of the shape of the bremsstrahlung spectrum of 7-quanta. The shape of this spectrun1
was chosen to be a trirngle, and the integration was performed from Eth to E~"". The differential cross
section cr~~s )(E..,) was approximated by resonance Lorentz curves with the parameters {Emi 1 crmii r i} [8]
selected so as to provid 1 ~ the best fit to experiment. In calculating the energy spectra of photoneutrons, ,,.e
have separately evaluated individual contributions due to equilibrium emission, S1\1CP, and direct escape of
neutrons.
Figure 1 a sho\vs tbe calculation results for the 115 In nucleus. A comparison with experiment [9] suggests
that the proposed quan:um model of DGR decay in the SMCP formalism satisfactorily describes the shape
of the energy spectrurr.. The model is further confirmed by a similar calculation and comparison \\'ith
experiment for 101 Ta ard 209 Bi [10, 11] (Fig. 1 band c).
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